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GrouP-B

2, Answer any two questions from the following:

2x5=10

5x2=10

(Object Oriented Programming in C++)

FuIl Marks: 40
Time: 2 Hours

The figures in the margin indicate full marks'

Candidates are requit"ed to give their answers in their ovtt words

as far as Practicable'

Notation and Symbols have their usual meaning'

Group-A

Answer anfve questi.ons from the following:

(a) Point out two differences befween C and C++ laaguages'

(b) Differentiate between 'pointer' and 'reference''

(c) What clo you mean by 'scope of a variable'?

(d) What is abstraction?

(e) Can a local variable and a slobal r ariable both ha\ e 'ame 
idemifier? Give reason in support of

your answer.

(0 What is 'inline function'?

(g) Wtrat is comPiler? WhY it is used?

(h) Write two salient features of Object Oriented hogrammingl

(a) Write a program in C++ to iind HCF (GCD) of two numbers What is recursion? 3+2=5

(b) Write a function in C++ to swap two variables without using any third variable Who

invented C++? In which year it was invented? 3+2=5

(c) Write a function in C++ to flnd factorial of a given number' What is void pointer? 3+2=5

(d) Write a program in C++ to check whether a given string is palindrome or not What is

exception? 1+2=5



GrouP-C

3. Answer dry tn'o questions tiom the following: 
lOx2=20

(a) (i) Write a program in C++ to create a copy constrxctor for "complex" class [A complex

object has one real part and one imaginary partl-

(ii) Differentiate between'ca11-by-value' and'call-by-reference''

(iii) How do you initialize constant data members? 6+2+2=10

(b) (i) write a program in c++ to overload-'+' "**lt^l^": 
complex object rf z1 a.'d z2 are

two complex oblects' ttten att of tne following operations shoulcl be performed:
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6+2+2=10

6+2+2=10

Give suitable

. zl+22

. zl +25

c 3'9+zl

(ii) What is an exit controlled loop?

(iii) Differentiate between coPy construction and assignment operadon

(c) (i) Explain different types of inheritance with examples'

(ii) What is "protected' access specifier?

(iii) What is 'this" Pointer?

(d) (i) Explain excepdon handling mechanism in C++ using try-catch blocks'

examPles.

(ii) What do you mean by ellipses ( ") in catch block of exception handling?

(iii) Differentiate between 'while loop' and 'do-whi1e loop' 6+2+2=10


